Different meanings, different synonyms

1. If a word has more than one meaning, each meaning usually has its own set of synonyms. Here are three sentences that use three different meanings of the word remote.

   a. The works would be sited at a remote place for safety.
   b. There was a remote chance the decision would be overruled.
   c. His manner was remote and unfriendly.

Each of the words below is a synonym of one of these meanings, a, b, or c. Can you match up each synonym with the appropriate meaning of remote and fill in the right letter next to each word?

- detached
- slim
- stand-offish
- isolated
- outlying
- withdrawn
- unlikely
- aloof
- uncommunicative
- inaccessible
- out-of-the-way
- faint
- negligible
- slight
- secluded

2. Four meanings of the word bright are given below. Give three words that are synonyms for that meaning, and one word that means the opposite.

   bright colours / bright sunshine
   a bright morning
   a bright manner
   a bright student

   opposite

   opposite

   opposite

   opposite